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LOW SPEED DIESEL TRAIN

An "Inter-City" train can be almost anything,
and British Rail have been criticised for marketing
fast, air-conditioned trains in the same way as
slow, cross-country ones. However, at least all
Inter-City trains - even those that are diesel
mechanical multiple-units - are gangwayed with
passenger access to toilets; but not quite all.
The Southern's Central Division has now
brought a whole new meaning to "Inter-City". On the
Brighton line an "Inter-City" train need have no
gangways, the majority of passengers need have no
access to a toilet, the seating need only be to
suburban standards. Every Sunday the 15.43
InterCity service from Brighton to London is diagrammed
to be worked by a '3H' diesel unit.
It is "operationally convenient" to provide a
'3H'. The unit would otherwise run empty (as a
result of the operational lunacy of maintaining
Oxted line units at St. Leonards) and it could not
keep to time if used for a stopping service.
British Rail do some pretty daft things in the
interests of "operating convenience", but there is
little to beat this. What is the point of building
up the "Inter-City" image (which the Southern is
hard pressed to meet with its main line stock) and
then ruining it by passing off a '3H' as "Inter-City"?
Those responsible for stock programming might like
to remember that the railway is run for the public's
convenience, not theirs.
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PRESERVATION NEWS
3142 has had a remarkably busy summer. More
people than were expected have been travelling on
the Nene Valley Railway, and there have been no
other trains capable of moving the crowds. Therefore,
3142 has been used, with the Norwegian coach, on
most operating days. August Bank Holiday was just
like it used to be on the Portsmouth Direct; the
unit did seven round trips, carrying over 500 people
on some! It is just as well that some of the
clientele would have stood in the corridor with their
heads out of the windows even if some seats had been
available.
This has not been achieved without some wear
and tear, and the door drop-light mechanisms have
proved prone to disintegrate. The running gear has
given few problems.
Work has started on redressing the carriage
roofs in something like the original pale grey shade.
It has not been possible to confirm the exact shade
used, but a grey dressing in a manufacturer's
standard colour appears to be correct. The effect
is quite striking, and when all of the roofs are
uniformly treated the unit will look particularly
smart.
The most, important work to be carried out on
the unit during the winter will be returning the
wheels. Most of the trailer
wheels are suffering
from 'thermal pitting', a problem dating from B.R.
days (and to which the '4Rep's are particularly
prone). Originally, the unit had cast-iron brake
blocks throughout, and these absorbed a considerable
proportion of the heat generated through braking.
With the change to fibre brake blocks, which absorb
much less heat than cast-iron ones, the wheel rims
became much hotter when the brakes were applied.

This led to deep cracking of the tyres. The problem
does not arise on the motor bogies, as these retained
cast-iron blocks.
During the winter ALL of the unit's unpowered
axles are to be removed (though not all at once) and
transported by lorry to Slade Green depot for
returning and ultrasonic testing. Axles will be
removed and replaced by workers employed on the N.V.R.
under a job creation scheme.
SOUTHERN
FORUM MEETINGS
April: Geoff Warren provided a much appreciated slide

show, "Southern Electrics - Another pictorial survey".
Virtually all types of units, apart from prewar
suburban stock, were illustrated. Most views showed
units at work in many interesting locations, and
DEMUs and locomotives were not forgotten. The
meeting was unprecedented in that it started on time!
May: A.P. Watson, Secretary of the Southern Railways
Group, gave an account of the SRG's history, from its
foundation in 1965 to the present. A description of
its present activities - publication of a bimonthly
magazine, datasheets, circulation of portfolios of
material of Southern interest, and the Group library fol
answer session.
June: "Coastway in Camera" was the title of Bryan
Rayner's slide show tour from Hastings to Portsmouth,
including the various branches en route. Many
changes in the passing scene were illustrated,
in
'
particular
the
substitution
of
'Hap
for
'Bil'
and
'Vep' for 'Cor'.
July: A debate, This House considers that the Southern Region of British Railways should be taken over
by an independent company provoked lively discussion.
The motion was proposed by Alan Merrells and opposed
by Andy Brown. Discussion covered the exact meaning
of "independent", comparisons with independent foreign
railways, and why those comparisons were invalid In
the end the motion was carried by six votes to five.

DerailmentatShortlandsJunction.12thFebruary1976
After a lorry had hit the low underbridge between
Shortlands Junction and Shortlands station, the

signalman at Shortlands Junction signal-box had been
cautioning trains on the slow lines. Trains from
Beckenham Junction were stopped at signal EH14.
which protects the junction where the double track
main line quadruples, and drivers telephoned the
signalman. The driver of the 15.50 Victoria-Gillingham, formed '4Vep' 7868, saw signal EH14 at danger,
but claimed that it cleared to single yellow, as he
was expecting it to, when he was 10-15 yards away.
However, the signal had not cleared, and the train
was passing over the points at the fast/slow line
divergence when the signalman operated them. The
second coach of the train was derailed. The report
mentions a similar derailment at Earlswood on 13th
May 1976. The driver of the 18.08 Victoria-Brighton
allowed his attention to wander, and suddenly saw
Earlswood Down Main Inner Home signal at danger when
his train was only 40 yards away and travelling at 22
mph. He was unable to stop the train in time, and it
derailed when points beyond the signal operated
while the train was passing over them. In both cases
the derailments would have been prevented had the
occupation of an overlap track circuit beyond the
signals that were passed locked the facing points on
which the derailments occurred. AWS would have
prevented the Earlswood derailment, but not the
Shortlands one, as the driver was expecting the signal
to clear and would have cancelled the AWS warning.
Derailment at Southerham Junction, 15th June 1976
The signalman at Southerham Junction was in the habit
of irregularly using the interlocking release key to
allow him to give 'Train out of section' for down
trains while the section was still occupied. This
made it possible to speed acceptance of further down
trains from Lewes. The 1
8
.
4
4 Brighton-Ore, formed
'4Cig' 7303, became derailed at Southerham Junction
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VICTORIA
RE-SIGNALLING
Further details of this scheme are now to
hand. It appears that the new signalling centre

will be called "Victoria", despite its location at
Clapham Junction.
Planning for the first stage of the resignalling is well advanced. In May 1979 Victoria Eastern
signal-box will be abolished, and a new track layout
introduced on the Chatham side at Victoria, This
will be controlled, initially, from a temporary
panel in Victoria Central box. In the following
October a new layout will be provided on the Brighten
side, and Battersea Park box abolished. A second
temporary panel, to control the line from Battersea
Park into Victoria, will be installed in Victoria
Central box. Also in October 1979 the track layout
at Stewarts Lane will be altered, and a temporary
panel to control it installed in Stewarts Lane box.
Stage 1 concludes in May 1980 with the
commissioning of the new signalling centre. Initially
it will replace the three temporary panels at
Victoria and Stewarts Lane, and Longhedge Junction
signal-box. The layout at Longhedge Junction will be
revised in that Longhedge Junction West (where the
lines to Kensington Olympia and to Clapham Junction
(Windsor Lines) diverge) will be relocated near, and
renamed, Calvert Road, This will reduce the number
of tracks passing under the Central Division main
line near Pouparts Junction from four to two,
simplifying maintenance and any future reconstruction
of the Central Division overbridge. New crossovers
will be installed at Battersea Park Junction.
Stage 2 follows later in 1980, concluding with
the abolition of Balham and Clapham Junction 'B'
boxes in October, The signalling centre will also
assume control of the low level lines at Streatham
Junction, Crossovers between the through and local
lines at Balham may be relocated nearer to Streatham
Junction,
Under stage 3 lines in the Tulse Hill, Crystal
Palace and Bromley Junction area are taken under the
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control of the signalling centre in May 1981. No
signal-boxes are abolished, though several, such as
Norwood Jn, have their control areas diminished.
Stage 4, being concluded in November 1981, covers
the South Eastern Division's inner-suburban areas
and boxes to be superseded by the new signalling
centre are, Bellingham, Blackfriars, Factory Junc,
Herne Hill, Loughborough Junction, Nunhead and

Shepherds Lane. An interesting innovation will be

connections between the South London and S.E.D. lines

at Denmark Hill and Clapham to help avoid
congestion in the Brixton area.

The remainder of the Central Division lines to
come under the control of the new signalling centre
are to be dealt with under stage 5. Boxes to be
abolished by May 1982 are Beddington Lane, Cheam,
Dundonald Road Crossing, Eastfields Crossing, Epsom
Downs, Merton Park, Mitcham, Mitcham Junction, St.
Helier, Streatham Jn, Waddon Marsh, West Croydon 'B',
Wimbledon 'B' and Wimbledon 'C'. Wimbledon 'A' box
will give up its Central Division control functions,
and assume responsibility for the South Western
lines previously controlled from the 'B' and 'C'
boxes. Closed circuit television operation will be
employed at Dundonald Road, Eastfields and Merton
Park level crossings. An experimental type of
crossing may be installed at Beddington Lane.
The re-signalling is concluded in May 1983 by
stage 6 which covers the remainder of the South
Eastern Division lines concerned. Beckenham Junc,
Farningham Road, Otford Junction, Shortlands and
Swanley boxes will be abolished, and Chislehurst
Junction box will cease to be responsible for the
Chatham lines. The layout at Beckenham Junction will
be altered in connection with the singling of the
spur to New Beckenham on the Mid-Kent line. There
may be some track alterations at St. Mary Cray.
Upon completion the signalling centre will
control 267 track miles, making it the largest in
England and Wales, and it will be responsible for
more train movements than any other centre on
British Railways.
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STORES TRAIN

WORKINGS

Southern Region's C.M.& E.E. Department are
responsible for the operation of three 2-car
motorised stores trains, numbers 022, 023 and 024.
022 and 023 are formed of ex-'Hal' motor coaches,
and 024 of all-steel 'Sub' motor coaches. They run
a timetabled service every weekday between the
various depots and works. Services are generally
suspended over the various holidays and workings are
liable to cancellation at short notice. The timetables are as follows:
Service A (unit 023)dep
Brighton
Fratton
Mon
0721
0554
Fratton
Tue
Eastleigh Wks
0112*
0150*
Eastleigh Wks
Wed
1810
Clapham Junc
1941
Thur Clapham Junc
1208
E Wimbledon
1221
Fri
E Wimbledon
1400
Selhurst
1430
Sat
Selhurst
1206
Brighton
1331
* locomotive-hauled
Service B (unit 022)
Mon
Slade Green
Eastleigh
1135
1448
Tue
1810
Eastleigh
Stewarts Lane
2009
Wed
Stewarts Lane
Hither Green
1155
1225
Thur Hither Green
Orpington
1112
1055
Thur Orpington
1240
Chart Leacon
1350
Fri
Chart Leacon
1042
Ramsgate
1130
Sat
Ramsgate
0605
Slade Green
0744
Service C (unit 024)deparr

Mon
Tue
Wed
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat

Chart Leacon
1305
Hither Green
1144
Slade Green
1110
Selhurst
2012
no movement
Eastleigh
1810
Stewarts Lane
1140
The service is generally

Hither Green
Slade Green
Selhurst
Eastleigh

1425
1211
1223
2235

2009
Stewarts Lane
Chart Leacon
1312
referred to by staff
as 'Wells Fargo'. Units 022 and 024 are maintained
at Slade Green; 023 at Brighton.
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THE MODERNISATION OP
THEBOURNEMOUTHLINE
Continued from LR 38, p 114

VII: Implementation
When the modernisation scheme was announced, in
1964, virtually all main line trains on the Bournemouth line were steam-hauled. '3H' DEMUs worked some
stopping services, mainly as part of their Southampton
Terminus - Reading duties, and Western Region DMMUs
had some local workings between Bournemouth and Weymouth, Diesel locomotives were rare on passenger
trains, except on Summer Saturdays when type 3s (class
33) worked a few trains. They could not be used
throughout the year as they were only fitted with
electric train heating equipment, and the rolling
stock was equipped for steam heating only.
Civil engineering and electrification work
started in Summer 1965, and led to two significant
timetable alterations. With the introduction of the
Summer timetables, on 14th June, most trains were
decelerated to allow for delays due to engineering
work. In order to provide locomotives to work
numerous works trains, including fifteen extra ballast
trains weekly from Meldon Quarry near Okehampton,
most of the through stopping trains from Salisbury
and Basingstoke to Waterloo were withdrawn. In their
place Western Region DMMUs ran to and from Woking
where there were connections with Portsmouth line
trains. The DMMUs had the advantage of being able to
recover from permanent way slacks and other delays
more rapidly than steam trains. On Summer Saturdays
there was one DMMU working to Waterloo; the 09.39 ex
Salisbury, and the 11.54 return. Units used were
generally Pressed Steel three car suburban sets
based at Reading.
During autumn and winter 1965/66 the through
lines were taken out of use in stages between Brookwood and Worting Junction for relaying, and sections
of line through the New Forest were singled while the
other line was re-laid.
With electrification now in sight, the long term
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survival of the steam locomotives on the Southern was
no longer important. As locomotives suffered failures that would require works attention, particularly
cracked or fractured frames, cylinders or axles, they
were scrapped. The number of serviceable locomotives
gradually declined, and so alternatives had to be
found. Brush type 4 diesels (class 47) were provided
to work cross-country trains from late 1965. These
were allocated to Western Region depots. From January 1966 the type 4's started appearing on trains at
Waterloo, and type 3s worked some Weymouth 'Pacific'
diagrams not requiring train heating.
In December 1965 work on converting locomotivehauled coaches into multiple-unit stock started at
York Works. Bulleid coaches were overhauled at Eastleigh Works and repainted maroon before being
despatched to the Eastern, North Eastern and Scottish
Regions, where they replaced the coaches required for
conversion. The Bulleid vehicles did not last long
off the Southern as most passenger coaches built to
pre-nationalisation designs were weeded out of the
fleet in the late sixties.
The first significant results of modernisation
became apparent during the early summer of 1966. In
June the new colour light signalling in the Brookwood
area was commissioned, and '4TC's 401, and 402 were
delivered to Stewarts Lane. They entered passenger
service on 15th August, being worked initially as
ordinary air-brakes coaches. The first 'TC' workings
were 07.15 Eastleigh - Waterloo, 09.30 Waterloo Bournemouth and 16.28 Bournemouth - Eastleigh.
Prom 23rd August, to 8th September long distance
season ticket holders were given "conducted tours" of
the new works. Parties were invited to travel in an
inspection saloon that was attached to the 07.24 from.
Bournemouth and the 16.35 from Waterloo. Tea or
coffee was served, and the modernisation work described.
With the autumn approaching the motive power
situation became critical. Deliveries of new rolling
stock were far behind schedule, due, it was claimed,
to sub-contractors being slow in delivering components
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As a result, there would be few electrically heated
trains for the type 3s to work during the winter, and
it was unlikely that there would be sufficient steam
engines to work all other trains. In order to ease
the situation three Western Region type 4s, D1921/22
& D1923 (now 47244/45/46) were allocated to Eastleigh
depot from September, but they were soon having to
replace type 3s, as well as defunct steam locomotives.
Torsional damper problems were causing fractures to
appear in the type 3s' crankshafts, requiring locomotives to be taken out of service for modification
and repair.
By October twelve '4TC' sets were in service,
and further diagrams for them were introduced,
including some that took units to Salisbury. None
of the new '4Vep' units had yet been delivered from
York, and in anticipation of a shortage when full
electric services were to start a number of '2Hap'
units were given premature overhauls so that they
could be substituted for 'Vep's in 1967. In the
event the situation did not prove as serious as was
expected, but various contingency plans were drawn
up, including one to cover a severe shortage of '4Rep'
units in autumn 1967 by working some trains with
type 4s (fitted for steam heating only), 'TC'
vehicles and adapted 'Pul' or 'Pan' motor coaches,
the latter being provided to pick up current for
heating and other auxiliary functions.
However, reasonable progress was being made on
other fronts. In November the signalling centres at
Eastleigh and Basingstoke were commissioned, and on
12th December the line was energised from Sturt Lane
to Micheldever. Two days later the line on to
Swaythling was also energised. Prior to energisation
a test train was run over all tracks to ensure that
the conductor rail was in the correct position.
This comprised an electro-diesel, a standard goods
brake van, and a motor coach from '6Pan' 3031.
Following energisation further runs were made by
'4EPB' 5129 (with trailer S15257S removed) and
various '2EPB' units in order to clean the conductor
rails.
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Another noteworthy event on 12th December was
the use of '4TC's push-pull in passenger service for
the first time. D6521 (now 33108) worked the 07.15
Eastleigh - Waterloo and 09.30 Waterloo - Bournemouth
at the London end of the train throughout. The
operation of many trains push-pull was not possible
due to delays in fitting enough locomotives with the
necessary equipment.
In early January 1967 it was recognised that
with no 'Rep' or 'Vep' units yet on the Southern the
start of full electric services would have to be postponed. The date was settled as July 10th, instead of
June 19th. It was also decided that henceforth main
line Southern multiple-units would be finished in
blue and grey "Inter-City" livery, instead of plain
blue, but all new Bournemouth stock wouid be delivered
in blue so that it would all match when the new.
service started.
Timetable alterations effective from 2nd January
brought electric trains to Basingstoke. '2EPB's
worked stopping trains between Woking and Basingstoke,
and '4EPB' and '2Hap' units worked through trains
between Basingstoke and Waterloo during rush hours.
The units were provided by shortening other South
Western Division trains. Few passengers appreciated
these alterations, and numerous complaints were made
about the 'Hap's. Three further type 4s, D1324/25/26,
(now 47247/48/49) were allocated to Eastleigh, with
D1928 (47251) "on loan" from the Western Region, and
passenger trains diagrammed for steam haulage were
reduced to seven down and eight up daily.
The line was energised as far as Brockenhurst
on 18th January, with test trains being run as in
December. Other tests were run during the month with
electro-diesels working '4TC's push-pull between
Eastleigh and Waterloo, as they were going to have to
substitute for '4Rep's for several months.
The motor coaches of '4Rep' 3002 were delivered
to Eastleigh on 25th January, and 3001 reached Durnsford Road in early February, at about the same time
as '4TC' deliveries were completed. 3001 had its
traction equipment fitted at Durnsford Road, as did
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the other '4Rep's, and ran trials on the South
Eastern Division with '4TC's 402 and 403 during the
week commencing 20th February. A week later it was
on trial on the Bournemouth line.
The line through to Branksome was energised on
6th March, a week later than planned, and by the end
of the month '4Rep's 3001/02/03 were available for
traffic, and units up to 3008 had been delivered.
As the '4Rep' trailer coaches could be placed in
service earlier than the motor coaches '4TC's 422
and 423 were temporarily formed with buffet cars and
trailer brake first coaches, in order to have as many
units as possible with buffet facilities. Some
passenger trains to and from Bournemouth were
electrically worked from 3rd April. The first '4Bep'
diagram covered the 07.15 Bournemouth - Waterloo,
10.30 Waterloo - Bournemouth, 14.35 Bournemouth Waterloo and 17.30 Waterloo - Bournemouth. The new
timetable also included four diagrams for electrodiesels and '4TC' units, and for the Lymington branch
to be worked by '3H' diesels. A second '4Rep' diagram was introduced later in April.
'4Cep's made their first appearance at Bournemouth on 3rd May, when units 7178, 7180 and 7201 mad
a trial run, as it was thought that some might be
used to ease the anticipated shortage of new multiple
units. The final energisation took place on 8th May
to Lymington Pier, and a full electric service
started on the branch on 2nd June.
During May '4Rep' units ran high speed trials to
see whether 100mph running would be possible with
existing signalling. It was found that their braking
power was inadequate for this, and so started a
series of trials and tests that continue today.
During the first tests the highest admitted speed was
108mph.
By the beginning of July the traction situation
was better than might have been expected. All of the
'Rep's and all but two of the 'Vep's were delivered,
though not all were ready for service. However,
none of the large electro-diesels had yet emerged
from Crewe Works.
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9th July was the last day of steam operation on
the Southern, and a melancholy procession of locomotives made their way to Salisbury where they were
assembled prior to despatch to the scrap yards. The
"Bournemouth Belle" Pullman ran for the last time on
the same day, hauled by D1924 to the disappointment
of those who had hoped for a specially cleaned steam
engine. Full electric services started officially
on the following day, though some trains were worked
by diesels for a while.
Initially a large number of '4Rep's tended to
be out of service with "teething troubles" particularly with the shoe gear. Several units suffered
lost shoes or broken shoe beams. To provide some
extra stock '4Vep' units 7721-31, destined for the
Brighton line, were sent to Bournemouth initially.
Until they entered service in spring 1968 the large
electro-diesels duties were covered by small
electro-diesels in pairs, or "Warship" diesels
borrowed off the Exeter service. The coupling of
trains as Brookwood caused some difficulties initially, mainly because the '4Vep' couplers were
found to be rather stiff, but also because the Alton
portion sometimes turned out to be a '2Bil', as
nothing else was available.
Despite improving availability, it became clear
towards the end of 1967 that it was not going to be
possible to run the full timetable with the '4Rep's.
Therefore, an eight coach unit to be used in place
of a '4Rep' was formed using '4Vep' vehicles, and a
locomotive hauled buffet car. The 'Vep's concerned
were delivered to the Southern formed as such, but
were disbanded before any had run in service. The
new unit, '8Vab' 8001, was formed in February 1968,
formation (with vehicle origins) being:
DTC

NDMBSO

TRB

NDMBSO

DTC

DTC

NDMBSO

DTC

76375 62203 1759 62200 76376 76373 62202 7637
7742 7742 loco 7739 7742 7741 7741 7741
The other vehicles from 7739/41/42 were stored spare,
62203 was fitted with tables for meals service at 28
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seats, and nine other seats were taken out of use.
Extra pick-up shoes were fitted on all motor coaches.
Originally it was planned that 8001 would be used
with a '4TC' unit, but as it was not fitted with
power jumpers at underframe level - to supply the
'4TC's auxiliary equipment - this was not possible
under normal circumstances. In the event the unit

generally worked on Bournemouth semi-fast services
with a '4Vep' unit. Occasionally the unit was split
between DTCs 76376 and 76373 and the two sections

worked independently.
Electric services were finally working more or

less as planned by late spring 1968.
OPERATION RED CARPET

Operation Red Carpet was the name of a public

relations drive by South Western Division at

Wimbledon, with the aim of improving relations with
the commuting public. Affected stations were:

Wimbledon, Raynes Park, Motspur Park, Malden Manor,
Tolworth, Chessington North, Chessington South,

Worcester Park, Stoneleigh and Ewell West. The
scheme misfired badly because the first announcement
of the scheme was in the press ( The Times and The
Daily Telegraph carried several column inches), and

many staff knew nothing about it.

At Chessington North the only effects were the

appearance of a poster giving the name of the station
manager, and a visit from a grey suited individual
with a BR identity badge on his lapel during the

morning peak. As his only contributions to the

scene were (a) to stand around like a stuffed dummy,
and (b) to blow his whistle and hurry everyone along,
it would seem that his visit did little to improve
public relations. The scheme was duly 'sent up' by
"Punch", and seems to have been quietly forgotten.
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REVIEWS

Southern

Electric Album

by

Alan Williams
Publ. Ian Allan, £2.75
This is a well laid out photographic survey of
Southern Electric rolling stock, and electric and
electro-diesel locomotives, with descriptive text
accompanying each group of photographs. There are
no individual captions as such, and this frequently
makes it difficult to identify particular subjects;
to add to the confusion many are not credited.
Groups of stock are featured in a sort of chronological sequence, although there are places where it
seems to have gone haywire
In a controversial introduction (many readers
will be familiar with Mr. Williams' "Diary" column
in 'Modern Railways') reference is made to S.R.
electrification policy of the twenties and thirties,
under Sir Herbert Walker, and of course many present
day S.R. problems stem from penny-pinching plans of
the inter-war years. If only the system had been
completely rebuilt on electrification (like parts of
the West Coast Main Line), many of the present
difficulties of trying to operate 20th century services on a 19th century railway would have been
obviated.
The dust-jacket says that the book is aimed at
commuters as well as enthusiasts; I wish the former
luck in unravelling some of the technical phraseology, let alone references to "preserved lines",
the LCGB and SEG (his initials, not mine). Also on
the dust-jacket is a reference to many photographs
being previously unpublished; this appears to be a
clever way of saying that many others have seen the
printed page before, and the number is disappointingly
high. On the initial pages (6-8) all photographs
are well-known, and this sets the tone for the rest
of the book. In fact, not only the photographs have
been used before; so have many of the descriptive
phrases, and throughout, I had the feeling that I
had seen it all before.
In fairness, a few things are less well known,
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such as the restriction of 2700 to the South Eastern
Division (or am I showing my youth?). There are, too,
some interesting photographs: the motorman giving up
the token at Frimley Junction; an accident at Balham
Junction; and some unusual viewpoints. On the other
hand there are no shots of suburban trailer sets, or
the new instruction unit 055. Mistakes and printing
errors abound; some of the more obvious include
references to '2Bil' units as extinct, and the withdrawal date of 20001-3. Mr. Williams should refer to
his other work, the Ian Allan ABC, for' correct '
information! On pages 80 and 81 'Cig and 'Big
units are first said to have a "single large nondriving motor brake vehicle" (not large vehicle,
surely?), and then to have been painted all-blue
before appearing in their present livery. Oh dear
Mr Williams, like so many so-called enthusiasts,
obviously dislikes 'Vep's. Unfortunately for him,
but luckily for the thousands who travel in them,
they are ideal for the bulk of the work they perform,
and good for many years yet. After all, (and what
enthusiast will dare deny this!) they are far better
than the DMUs found on many comparable routes elsewhere in Britain and than the decrepit loco-hauled
stock so often found on local trains on the
Continent.
Quality of reproduction of many photographs
leaves much to be desired, even of modern subjects
where good enough pictures should surely have been
available to get round the cheapness of printing.
Some are quite appalling; and on page 57 there is a
thumb print, while dreadful scratches appear on pages
65 and 79. When I saw, on the rear flap of the dustjacket, that the book is in series with other Ian
Allan albums, I compared it with my copy of "Brighton
Line Album" (now,alas, out of print). This has 112
high quality pages of art paper with top class photographs, and cost 30/- in 1967. Is £2.50, even ten
years later, good value for 92 badly printed pages of
cheap paper, with some of the worst pictures around?
I fear not. Perhaps Mr. Williams should stick to his
much-maligned: "Inter-City Diary".
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LETTER

Dear Sir, I was extremely Interested in the article
by Len Head in "Live Rail" 38 relating to Reading
Station. Soon after I came out of the Army in 1948
and having returned to the job I had before service,
I was appointed to the Relief Staff and found myself at this station for a period on nine consecutive weeks. The turns of duty in the Booking and
Parcels Offices were not easy, and the Journey to
and from Guildford, where I then lived, did not
fit in with these turns too well. I well remember
having to kick my heels for about an hour in
Reading before starting my duty, so I was able to
have a good look at the station in all its glory
What I remember more than anything is that
inside the old Booking Office there was a beam.
This, I was told, dated from the days when the office was shared by the SE&CR and the LSWR, and woe
betide the respective clerks if they stepped across
this demarcation line at all! There were then two
ticket windows o f c o u r s e .
The Chief Clerk in 1948 was a well-known
character, Jimmy George. I used to revel in what
he knew; there was nothing about the Parcels Office that missed him, and he knew everything and
everybody in Reading. That was where I learnt all
about deliveries!
I cannot say that I enjoyed my days at Reading
but I found the place full of character, and was
indeed sorry to hear that the place was to be
pulled down. Even now, when passing through
Reading, I always look nostalgically at the site
and think back to 1948.

Accident Report (concluded from page 169)
when the signalman used the release key to enable
him to accept the following 19.01 from Lewes to
Seaford, and inadvertantly moved the junction
points while the 18.44 was passing over them.

REGIONAL REVIEW
2Sap5951hasbeen converted back to 2Hap 6053, and
re-allocated to B
r
i
g
h
t
o
n
. EPB's 5134/35 re-allocated to C/E
and Sub 4670 to WDON. EPBs allocated to Selhurst and
Slade Grn jointly (C/E) are to be allocated to
specific depots from May.
4TC 430 and 4Vep 7836 have resumed their correct
formations, and Vep 7733 is now formed with TSO
70675 (7706). 4EPB 5192 is running formed:

14384(5192)/15370(5192)/15208(5130)/14273(5137). 3H
1117 is formed with DTC 60814(1115); 1115 does not

appear to be in service at present. DTS 76302 (417)
is undergoing repair at Elgh Wks, 4Cep 7186 was
noted out of service at Plumstead on 24Sep formed
with a damaged MBS (unidentified) that appeared to
be from another unit.
2Sap driving trailers 16002/03 (5602/03) and EPB DTS
77528 (5729) have joined the Sub stock listed in LR
38 in Selhurst scrap yard. On 5Sep Sub coaches
8927,10165,10249/87/97,11353,11494 & 12680 were
moved from Selhurst to Basingstoke, and on to Mich.
on 15Sep. 8945,10318,11389/90 were moved to Waddon
Marsh CEGB siding from Norwood on 21Sep, having been
purchased by a scrap dealer in Beddington Lane.
"New" 4EPB 5264 is unrefurbished except for trailer
15258, which was a refurbishment mock-up. It is at
present on the SED, with 'Coastway' adverts still on
display in the motor coaches.
The new SR suburban units are to be class 455. It
is not known if they will also have an SR number &
letters classification.
Existing suburban units are to overhauled less
frequently as an economy measure. SP dates will now
be 3½ years apart, vice 2½ years. 3H 1125 has been
out-shopped from Swindon complete with "Danger Overhead Live Wires" signs, which seem rather unnecessary!
DTS 77566 (2EPB 5767) has a capital 'B' under its
coach numbers. The 'B' is slightly smaller than the
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the numbers, and is a standard type plastic transfer.
What does it signify, and do any other units have
hem?
Isle of Wight units still with blue doors are:
031/2/3,041/2/3/6.
UNUSUAL WORKINGS

A most welcome unusual working was the use of
officially preserved 2Bil 2090 to work a ½ hourly
shuttle between Brighton and Preston Pk on 10Sep in
connection with Bton Station Open Day. The service
ran from 1100 to 1630; headcode 99. Reports on the
state of 2090 vary, persons concerned with the
maintenance of 3142 being the most critical! Stock
on static display at Bton station comprised steam
locos 30587,30850,45000 & LSWR 245; Bton steam crane;
locos 09002 & 73134; W&C shunter 75S; "Brighton Belle"
coaches 292/3 (3053) which had been moved from
Manningtree on 8Sep; and Buf buffet car 12529. The
buffet car was flanked by the Belle coaches, and in
use for the sale of refreshments. It did not go
un-noticed that some Philistine had drilled holes in
the panelling and nailed wires to the ceiling in
order to fit strip lighting.
The CD Cep diagrams seemed to be largely ignored
during Sep. Units 7107/8/9 were running in place of
a Cep/Cig/Cep formation, being noted on 1328 Vic-Bton
and 1612 Bton-Vic on 10Sep, and 1722 LB-Littlehampton
on 13Sep. On 12Sep the 1612 Bton-Vic and 1740 VicBton were Cig/Cep vice Cep/Cig/Cep, and on the same
day some Cigs were covering Vep diagrams; 1628 BtonVic was 4Cig vice 8Vep and 1743 Vic-Bognor was
Vep/Cig/Vep vice 12Vep. On 26Sep the latter train
was 4Cep/8Vep, the Cep being 7107.
SLEO DEMUs on the Tonbg-Rdg line sometimes find
themselves commandeered at Reading for ELGH duties.
On 1Aug 3D 1312 worked 0956 Ports Hbr-Sarum and
1324 Sarum-Reading. Equally unusual on the SWD was
the use of loco 47202 (allocated to Cricklewood) on
a Weymouth-Wloo relief on Bank Holiday 29Aug.
Numerous other 47s have visited the SR with interregional excursions, and many internal excursions.
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have been run with Veps and Ceps.
On 7Sep the 2212 Charing X-Gravesend was formed
EFB/Cep 5046/7176, and on 21Sep SLGN 2EPBs 5703/63
were used on a 4EPB diagram on the Cat&Tatt lines.
Haps still work on the Medway Valley line, even
though the service is advertised as 2nd class only.
Engineering work on 17Sep brought Haps to the
Caterham line. The line from S Croydon to Oxted was
closed, and passengers travelled to Whyteleaf by

special train, then by bus. 6064/67 left Vic at 0815
and then 2 hrly, alternating with 6055/62 which
started from Vic at 0915. Haps were used as they
are the only composite units that all suburban drivers
would be able to drive. Trains ran empty to
Caterham to reverse.
Dover Harbour Tunnel is closed for repairs between
2140
and 0540 SX 12Sep-9Dec & 9Jan-17Mar, and Sundays
l8Sep-4Dec & 8Jan-12Mar. During these periods trains
via Folkestone terminate at Dover Marine, a special
bus being run to Priory. Services via Selling to
Dover Mne terminate at Priory.
On 11, 18 & 25Sep the 1010 Exeter-Wloo was diverted
via Westbury, thus reaching Wloo the other way round
from normal. This mattering greatly to the WR, the
SR had to turn the train round again before it left
as the 1652 to Exeter. To do this the stock was used
to form the 1508 Kingston roundabout. Locomotives
used were 74005/04/01 respectively. Due to the
difference in performance from the usual 4EPB a somewhat slacker schedule was allowed.
During Aug and early Sep EPB 5339 was used for brake
tests between Farnham and Alton, and on 26 27&30Sep
W&C coach S58 ran similar tests. The coach was
hauled from Wloo to Farnham via E Putney on 24Sep.
A BR Equipment test train formed ADB975032/62395(7407)
61035(7102) ran between Shepperton & Teddington on
6,7&27Sep and between Twickenham & Staines on 28-30Sep.
Loco 33207 was used for speedometer tests between
Eastleigh and Basingstoke on 15Sep.
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INCIDENTS

23Aug: Freight train derailed at or near Bowater's
Sdgs, Ridham Dock. Single line working between
Kemsley & Swale. 30Aug: 0820 ex Gravesend hit buffers
at Cannon St. Little damage caused. 1Sep,: Freight
train derailed between Brixton & Factory Jn. Trains
diverted to Blackfriars. Waterloo & City service
suspended due to power failure. 2Sep: W&C closed
again, due to industrial dispute. EPB 5107 derailed
at Wimbledon Pk sdgs in late afternoon. 6Sep: Freight
train derailed nr Lyndhurst Rd. 7Sep: Sub 4648 overran head-shunt at up end of E Wimbledon depot. Leading
bogie derailed, and buffer stop demolished. l2Sep:
Shunter 08831 and two parcels vans derailed at exit
from Basingstoke West Yard, blocking down slow line.
17Sep; Fire on line between Wloo E and Charing X.
Trains delayed by football supporters' riot on
Fratton station.
TIMETABLE NOTES

Headcodes: Alterations with effect from 3Oct are,
additional 1D Hither Grn - Sole St - Sheerness
1G Hoo Jn - B Arms - S Croydon - Selsdon
2B Ashford - Galley Hill
3E B Arms - Quarry - Eastbourne
7A B Arms - Orpington - Paddock Wd - Strood
7E B Arms - Redhill - Eastbourne
9E Hoo Jn - Cliffe
GE WR - Salisbury - Poole
deleted 2J Hoo Jn - B Arms - Clock House - Selsdon
5G B Arms - Orpington - Allington
Headcodes 6G & 6J, Hoo Jn - Salfords or Purley
respectively, now apply to and from Cliffe.
The new C.D. timetable will result in the vast
majority of the division's headcodes being changed.
However, '4' is one of the very few that will
remain the same! The idea appears to be to make the
pattern of headcodes more systematic.
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Winter Timetable Changes from 3rd October
Two of the three loco-hauled
sets
formely stabled
at E Grinstead are now stabled at New Cross Gate.
ResultingEmptystockworkingsare:Mon-Fri05.57 & 06.30
N X G-E Grinstead and 08.36 & 19.34 E Grinstead-N X G
Two new trains are 0920SX Epsom-Wloo (8Vep) and
0922SX Woking-Wloo (8Vep+2Sap). A number of Guildford New Line trains are extended to Portsmouth,
These are 0832 & 1532 Wloo-Ports Hbr, 1632 WlooPorts & Southsea, and 1532 Ports Hbr-Wloo.
Sunday trains to Chessington, Shepperton etc are
no longer 4Vep.

Evening peak hour services will be:
From Victoria: Every 15 mins to Brighton (as offpeak); Coulsdon N (fast); and Epsom line. Every 30
mins to Eastbourne or Ore; Bognor & Ports Hbr via
Sutton; W Worthing,
Littlehampton; Horsham via
Crawley; Oxted line; Coulsdon N (slow); Selhurst via
Crystal Pal; Beckenham Jn via Crystal Pal; Epsom Dns
via Selhurst; London Bdg via Selhurst & St Helier.
From London Bdg: Every 15 mins Cat & Tatt. Every 30
mins to Ore; Bognor &/or Ports Hbr via Crawley; W
Worthing; Reigate; Brighton; Epsom Dns via Sydenham
(semi-fast); Epsom via Sydenham (semi-fast); Crystal
Pal via Sydenham; Battersea Pk; Coulsdon N via
Sydenham; W Croydon via Selhurst (fast to Peckham
Rye); and W Croydon via Crystal Pal (fast to Peckham
Rye).
A similar service pattern will operate up during the
morning peak.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Chislet Colliery: It is believed that this station
remains in use as a staff halt.
Herne Hill: This station is in course of renovation.
The wooden buildings on the down platform and all of
the SR "bullseye" name signs have gone. A new
canopy is to be provided on the down platform, and
the subways are to be refurbished.
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London Bridge Re-signalling: St Johns signal-box has
been demolished. AWS is being installed, on the
Borough Market Jn when the new layout was introduced
has been replaced by cast manganese-steel crossings.
Victoria: Major improvements are in hand, which,

to be enlarged by setting back the buffer stops on
most platforms. In connection with this the stop
lights on pforms 9,10 & 11 were re-positioned 20-30
yards away from the buffer stops on 25Sep, and
within two days a forgetful driver had driven his
train over the light at pform 11. Until its far end
is rebuilt pform 10 can now only accommodate 8 coach
trains. The concourse extension will involve
repositioning the departure boards. Common ticket
barriers are to be provided for pforms 3-8 and 9-15.
More shop sites are to be provided on the station,
the ladies' toilets will be modernised, and a
Sealink Travel Centre built on pform 2. While the
Travel Centre is being built the BT Police are
temporarily located at the B.R. Property Board office
in Vauxhall Bridge Rd. Later they are to move to
new quarters in the former Medway Rooms. All this
Victoria firmly into the 21st century.
Battersea: The layout in the Stewarts Lane/Longhedge
Jn area has undergone considerable alteration as an
The present temporary arrangements came into effect
on 20th October. The SED line from Stewarts Lane to
Longhedge Jn and the connections between the SED &
CD lines at Stewarts Lane have been taken out of use.
The CD line from Battersea Pier Jn to Pouparts Jn
via Stewarts Lane has been singled from Battersea
Pier Jn to a point 568 yards west of Stewarts Lane,
and is now known as the "Battersea Reversible Line".
The extreme west end of the defunct SED route from
Stewarts Lane has been incorporated into a new single
line connection at Longhedge Jn between the Battersea
Reversible Line and the line from Factory Jn to the
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WestLondonandWindsorLines:As a result of these
alterations
a train from Victoria Eastern to Clapham
Junction(WindsorLines)wouldhaveto be routed via
the connection to the CD lines immediately outside
Victoria, the Battersea Reversible Line as far as
Longhedge Jn, and the new connection there to the
line from Factory Jn.
Mitcham: The lower quadrant semaphore down starting
signal was renewed with an upper quadrant arm in
September. The only remaining lower quadrant signal
on the CD (apart from some fixed distants with lower
quadrant arms) is a shunting signal in Norwood Yard.
East Croydon: The down mail siding has been converted
from a loop to a dead end by the removal of the
points at the north end.
Reigate:Two of the three down carriage sidings have
been de-electrified. The remaining electric one the

Three Bridges: A signalling centre is to be
established here (and not at Brighton) to control
the Brighton line south of the London Bdge and Victoria control areas. It will only control branches
for a short distance away from the main line.
Ready Mixed Concrete (UK) Ltd have established a
cement plant on part of the site of Crawley New Yard.
30,000 tonnes of sea-dredged aggregate will be moved
by rail to the plant from Newhaven each year.
Horsham Road crossing (Crawley) is to be equipped
with full lifting barriers.
Liss: A plaque, provided by the Army School of
Transport, commemorating the connection between BR
and the Longmoor Military Rly was unveiled at the
station on 31st October.
Portsmouth: The Dockyard branch is to close unless
Portsmouth District Council decide to purchase it
with a view to extending it to the new docks at Mile
End.
Southampton
Docks: (LR34 p29) The last boat trains to
the Western Docks were 0955 from Wloo on 2Sep for
the "Vaal" and an up train in connection with
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Windsor Castle on 19Sep.
Brockenhurst: Re-signalling is due in Autumn 1978,A
Major alteration will be theprovisionofan
independent line for Lymington trains between
Brockenhurst station and Lymington Jn. Lymington Jn
box will be abolished, and there will be no
connections between the branch and main lines at
Lymington Jn. Re-signalling between St Denys and
Totton will probably take place at about the same
time.
Weymouth: Electricity has at last replaced gas for
station lighting. Do any other SR stations still
retain gas or oil lighting?
Flood
Precautions: The effects on transport of a
Thames flood have been publicised by means of posters
recently. Until the barrier across the Thames at
Woolwich is complete, floods are likely below
Teddington in the event of a particularly high tide
and strong east to north-easterly winds together.
Four hours warning will be given before a flood is
expected, and persons working in affected areas
(including virtually all of central London) should
then go home. The railways will have to evacuate
rolling stock from the flood area, so an augmented
down service will be run. Two hours after the first
warning train services will be greatly reduced, with
virtually no up trains into the flood area, and if
the risk of flood is still present a further hour
later all services will cease. SR lines liable to
closure are: Wloo-Bank; Wloo-Clap Jn; Earlsfield
station; Vic-Clap Jn; London Bdg-New X Gt, Battersea
Pk and Tulse Hill via Peckham Rye; Vic and Holborn V
-Herne Hill; Charing X and Cannon St - Hither Grn via
Parks Bdg, Lewisham and Dartford via Woolwich. Not
all of these lines are liable to be actually submerged
but stations, substations and power supply cables may
be flooded. It is anticipated that services would
continue through flooded areas at Wandsworth Town
and Barnes. While lines were closed some trains
would terminate well clear of affected areas, eg at
Swanley, Bromley South and Twickenham.
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CORRIGENDA
LR37

p1

Motor Coaches from 4121 not 4126 are to
be converted i n t o a de-icing u n i t ,
LR38 p152 74002 is withdrawn, 74003 still in service,
p157 London Bdg-Sutton trains will run via
Forest Hill, and not via Streatham.

COVER: 'FIRST GENERATION ' SUBURBAN

AND LOCAL STOCK

Front:AugmentedSub4307 at Blackfriars on a
working
to Dartford via Nunhead and Sidcup.
RearUppe:r2Nol 1853's motor brake third awaits
cutting
up
in
Bnares Goods
yard follow
with a f r e i g h t train in December 1955
RearLower:Augmented Sub 4557 leads a Catford Loop
train
through Elephant & Castle.

